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Abstract: Producing new ideas can be organized using an alternative philosophy. Focus on results rather than 

the means  allows to release some productive forces. However, one should try to use few means. To do 

something outstanding, theory is a shortcut because it cannot be criticized easily. Total quality management is 

not useful for companies only but could be useful also for ministries or any administration. 
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I. Introduction 
Researchers follow bureaucratic rules and follow fashion and that makes them produce nothing good enough for 

posterity. Western world did not learn the lesson, it goes on being interested only in new ideas which are not 

really new. 

 

II. Main text 
Producing new ideas can be organized using an alternative philosophy. 

Marxism was there before intellectual workers were very numerous so Marxism wrote about workers. 

Focus on results rather than the means allows to release some productive forces. However, one should try to use 

few means. 

Only accept what is 100% proven Is a bureaucratic rule. For a researcher, being always present on a chair or in 

front of a blackboard is a bureaucratic rule. To think only of what is good for the  professional career is not a 

good thing and a bureaucratic rule. 

It is not necessary to try to make the list of all possible tasks because it is better to do efforts  about thinking of 

what is important. 

To do something outstanding, theory is a shortcut because it cannot be criticized easily. 

People tend to have “indigestions” of knowledge because they are given knowledge with too many details. 

In the 17Tth century in Europe, people started to study the infinite and in the beginning of the 20
th

 century much 

progress occurred about the infinite. Now is the time to be influenced by the existence of Dedekind cardinals, a 

particular infinite “less infinite” than the usual infinite. 

A criticism to a theory could be that it does not abide by the rules, which means does not abide by the present 

rules of the “House”  or even that it is not conformist enough. A questionable rule is that one must write 

something about everyone who brought up the topic. It may be not true that a new theory is good only for 

specialists. 

To have the time to write research articles, one should not read too many texts from the internet web but do that 

according to priorities. Some research needs meditating several hours a day when there is availability. When 

causes of problems are misidentified, “solutions” do not solve the problems. 

Total quality management is not useful  for companies only but could be useful also for ministries or any 

administration. One should not have complacency towards people who do not have new ideas but pretend to 

have. 

A new theory can be an inheritance received by any one able to know the theory. So a new theory contributes to 

the unity of the planet. The level  of consumption of the households is a major direct and indirect cause of the 

climate change.  Scattered thoughts are not a theory but elements for a theory. One has to look for a common 

thread  in the diversity of the world. 

A common thread can be that causes of problems are not obvious. One has to think of the Truth as an Absolute. 

One has not to let his low instincts flattered. 
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